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More than 75,000
interviews with college
graduates with a bachelor’s
degree or higher nationally

Thought leadership studies
about areas of critical
importance

Nationally representative
studies measuring demand for
and barriers in accessing
computer science education
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Over 500 studies conducted
for developing talent-based
selection solutions

Gallup provides education
leaders with externally validated
research and accountability to
help with their most pressing
concerns and strategic priorities
helping to create exceptional
schools one student at a time.

Strengths-based
development courses for
educators teaching how to
nurture students’ talents

More than 40 years of data
on cultivating more positive
school culture and
measures hope for the
future, engagement with
school, and other factors

Policy-related issues in education relating to…

Early Childhood Education

K-12 Education

Higher Education
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Caring for the youngest among us

~$20K

<1/10

MEDIAN ANNUAL
INCOME FOR CHILD
CARE WORKERS IN
THE U.S.

COMPANIES HAVE
ON-SITE CHILD CARE

Sources: Buffett Early Childhood Institute/Gallup Survey
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Superintendents’ views on early childhood education
In your opinion, is your state investing too little, about the right amount or too much in early childhood care and
education programs?

U.S. public school
superintendents
%
Too little

80

About the right amount

15

Too much

2

Don't know

2

Sources: U.S. public superintendents poll
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Superintendents’ views on early childhood education
Using a five-point scale, where 5 means strongly agree and 1 means strongly disagree, please indicate your
level of agreement with the following statement: Most young children in my state are prepared to be successful
in school when they start kindergarten.
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Sources: U.S. public superintendents poll
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Americans’ support for Democratic education policy proposals

EDUCATIONAL COSTS

59%
Sources: Gallup U.S. Daily survey
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agree to enacting
free universal child
care and prekindergarten
programs for all
children

47%

agree to
making tuition
free at all public
colleges and
universities
throughout
America

Biggest changes in perceptions of issues as challenges for school districts
This year, the following issues will be a challenge for my school district.

Recruiting and retaining
talented teachers
% Strongly
agree/Agree

% Strongly
disagree/Disagree

% Strongly
agree/Agree

% Strongly
disagree/Disagree

83

Sources: Gallup 2018 Survey of K-12 School District Superintendents

Improving the academic performance
of underprepared students
% Strongly
agree/Agree

% Strongly
disagree/Disagree
3

6

6
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The effects of poverty on
student learning

84

89

Why Teachers Leave
Gallup asked teachers to recall the primary
reason they left their last job and
categorized their responses.

#1
CAREER
A D VA N C E M E N T O R
DEVELOPMENT
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Teachers’ perceptions of weight of input in school’s decision-making
Please think about important decisions that are made at your school. Generally speaking, how much input does
each of the following currently have into these important decisions?
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% A great deal/A lot
Sources: U.S. teacher poll
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Teachers

Parents

Students

AMONG 12 TH GRADERS…

34%
report being engaged – a measure of
students’ involvement and
enthusiasm with school
Sources: Gallup Student Poll
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Discovering the elements that drive success

Engaged students are…

2.5X
more likely to say
they get excellent
grades than their
actively
disengaged peers

Sources: Gallup Student Poll
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Hopeful students are…

2.8X
more likely to say
they get excellent
grades than their
discouraged peers

U.S. adults who say high school graduates are very well prepared for:

3%

5%

COLLEGE

THE
WORKPLACE

34%
Sources: Gallup/Communities in Schools study
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Investing in teachers holistically

TEACHER PAY

14%

of teachers strongly
agree that their pay
and incentives are
fair

6%

Sources: Economic Policy Institute; National Center for Education Statistics and the Council for Community and Economic Research
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of teachers
strongly agree that
pay and incentives
motivate them to
do what is best for
their overall
organization

Are teachers paid what they’re worth?
Teacher salaries in your community are…

6%

27%

66%

Too high

About right

Too low

If teachers went on strike for higher pay in your community, would you…

73%

Support them

Sources: PDK/Gallup survey
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27%

Oppose them

Views of public school teaching
Would you like to have your child take up teaching in the public schools?

46%

54%

Do you have trust and confidence in public school teachers?

61%

Yes

Sources: PDK/Gallup survey
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39%

No

Parents’ views on guns and school safety
Are you confident in security against school shootings?

27%

41%

Extremely/very confident

31%

Somewhat confident

Not so/not at all confident

Do you fear for your child’s safety at school?

34%

65%

Yes

Sources: PDK/Gallup survey
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No

History of confidence in U.S. public schools
Tell me how much confidence you have in American public schools.
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% Great deal/Quite a lot of confidence
Sources: Gallup Confidence in institution polls
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2017

2018

What Americans say: 43% are satisfied with K-12 education quality in the U.S.

12%
of U.S. school parents
report that their oldest
child attends a private
(defined as private or
parochial) school

Sources: Gallup’s Work and Education polls
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62%
of these private
school parents say
they are completely
satisfied with their
oldest child's education

28%
of public school
parents say they are
completely satisfied
with their oldest child's
education

Fragile community residents’ perceptions about access to high-quality public schools
Please rate your level of agreement with the following statement: All children in the area where you live have
access to high-quality public schools.

Sources: 2019 State of Opportunity in America report
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Should we improve schools or start from scratch?
Reform or replace the public school system…
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Liberals
% Reform system

Sources: PDK/Gallup survey
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% Find alternative

Conservatives

Public schools today vs. when you attended
Compared with the schools you attended, do you think the public schools in your community today are better or
worse at…
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Educating all abilities/backgrounds
% Better
Sources: PDK/Gallup survey
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Work preparation
% Worse

SEPARATE BUT EQUAL?

64%
of Americans say children with intellectual
disabilities should attend a special school
designated for this purpose
Sources: Gallup/University of Massachusetts Boston for Special Olympics
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Americans feel that the country can make progress in the way children are
treated in their everyday lives

24%

22%

of Americans say children are of Americans say children do
not treated with dignity,
not have opportunity to learn
respect
and grow

Sources: Gallup World Poll
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Graduates who strongly agree they were exposed to
diversity are more than two times as likely to
recommend their university to others, and
more likely to donate to their alma mater.
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What Americans Want from Higher Ed: To Get a Good Job

67%
Americans: “very
important” reason for
getting education
beyond high school

Sources: Gallup/Lumina poll, UCLA CIRP, Gallup/IHE poll
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88%
Top reasons freshmen
cite for going to college

38%
Parents of 5th-12th
graders: “very
important” reason for
getting education
beyond
high school

Waning Confidence in Higher Education – Largest Decline Among Institutions
Percentage with "a great deal" or "quite a lot" of confidence in higher education
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U.S. Adults
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Republicans

Independents

Democrats

Only 27% of Recent Graduates Have a Good Job Upon Graduation
ABOUT HOW LONG DID IT TAKE FOR YOU TO OBTAIN A GOOD JOB AFTER YOU
COMPLETED YOUR UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT [INSTITUTION]?

27%
22%
16%
14%
11%
6%
3%

% I Had a Job
Waiting for Me
When I
Graduated

28

% Two Months
or Less

% Three to Six
Months

% Seven
Months to a
Year

% More Than a
Year

% Not
Applicable
Because I Was
Not Seeking
Employment
Upon
Graduation

% Don’t know

Grads’ Success = Relationship-Rich Education…

64%

27%

“At least one professor
who made me excited
about learning”

“Professors cared
about me as a person”

14%
Of all graduates experienced all three
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22%
“A mentor who
encouraged my
goals and dreams”

…And Work-integrated and Experiential Education

32%

30%

20%

“Long-term project
taking a semester or
more to complete”

“Internship or job where
applied learning”

“Extremely involved
in extracurricular
activities and
organizations”

6%
Of all graduates experienced all three
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Number of support and experiential learning experiences

Have Experienced

Strongly Agree: "<My college> prepared me well for life outside of college"
85%
71%
57%
44%
29%

24%

23%
15%

19%
14%

10%

5%

None
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One

Two

Three

Four

6%

Five

3%

Six

Questions
shane_pruitt@gallup.com
405-928-1631
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